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Always Wonderful—Never “Wild”

WV Division of Natural Resources

For 85 years, the magazine known since 1970 as
Wonderful West Virginia has showcased the wild
side of the state. Its readers are deeply loyal.
WRITTEN BY PAM KASEY
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The 24 black-and-white pages of the first issue of Wonderful West
Virginia forerunner West Virginia Conservation included stories on
state parks, forest fires, and farm youth. An annual subscription
was 50¢. With an increase to 36 pages and the gradual addition of
a little color, the format of the magazine, and the subscription price
of 50¢ per year, stayed essentially the same until the late 1960s.

the magazine’s archives. With the March 1966 issue, for
example, the covers reverted to all black and white. In
January 1967, an Ed Johnson appeared on the masthead
alongside Skinner as co-editor—DNR had a new
director, T.R. Samsell, and state agency staffing often
reflects the administration of the moment.
Then, in March 1967, color animated the cover
for the first time in a year, along with a new name:
Outdoor West Virginia. The word “conservation” had
become overused, Samsell wrote, and restoration and
reclamation were just as important.
It was a lot of change in a short period, and Skinner
soon left for higher-paying advertising work to support his
growing family. “I loved the magazine,” he says. “Getting
out in the outdoors, meeting with the rangers, hiking
with them, fishing—I missed that when I left there.”
Skinner’s departure left Johnson as sole editor. And
the biggest changes were still to come, changes that
would reshape the magazine into a source of pride for
residents, a lifeline for expats, and a showcase of the
state’s stunning natural beauty for people everywhere—
all roles it continues to serve today.

Metamorphosis

In

1966, the publication you now
hold in your hands entered a
slow and dramatic four-year
metamorphosis.
Al Skinner was editor, and,
at the time, this state Division
of Natural Resources magazine
was called West Virginia Conservation. The colorful
and later infamous A. Lee Maynard had recruited
Skinner, a recent West Virginia University journalism
grad, to replace himself in 1965. “I was more of a
sports writer—I had to learn a lot,” recalls Skinner.
“But I had a lot of help, and I caught on fast.”
A 6-by-9-inch, 36-page monthly with color
illustrations on the covers, West Virginia Conservation
kept its subscribers informed on wildlife and
sportsmen’s topics. Skinner had fun editing it.
But things were happening above his pay grade,
as they say—things that he didn’t and we don’t know
all the reasons for, but that we can see played out in
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This lush, full-color publication started in 1936 as
a mimeographed newsletter called the West Virginia
Conservation Bulletin. No copies have survived, but we
know that it was 8 by 14 inches, and we can imagine it
purple-inked, as mimeographs were, and, maybe, stapled.
The bulletin offered a dozen or so pages of game, fish,
forestry, and parks news each month. And it was popular:
650 copies on average went out to farming organizations,
sportsmen’s clubs, and other outdoorsy folks.
Because of that popularity, the bulletin was
re-launched in July 1941 as West Virginia Conservation

A Slogan with Staying Power
This magazine was never called Wild,
Wonderful West Virginia. But its title is
connected with that famous tourism slogan
that has been attributed to a Baltimore,
Maryland, ad agency. Then-Governor Arch
Moore started using the slogan during his first
year in office, in 1969. As the last step in a long
transition that increased this publication’s page
size and the number of color photographs in
its pages, the name was changed to Wonderful
West Virginia in January 1970.
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In the first issue
magazine. It was typically 24 pages and, later, 36, and
of Outdoor West
color appeared on the cover over the years. It changed
Virginia, then-coeditor Ed Johnson
little, otherwise, for a quarter century.
So when Johnson found himself the sole editor in 1967 wrote a story
showing himself
of what had come to be called Outdoor West Virginia, it
to be an avid
fisherman who felt
already had a 30-year history in one form or another.
the muskie was
Johnson was an experienced editor, one known to
overrated.
be proud and protective of West Virginia’s natural
environment. Decades earlier, he’d started the magazine
West Virginia Hills and Streams. “The editors are intensely
interested in anti-pollution as well as other measures
essential to the protection and growth of fish and game,” read a June
1947 story about it in the Raleigh Register.
Given what followed, it seems likely that there was a quiet agenda
at work when Samsell brought Johnson on as co-editor in 1967.
Through 1967 and 1968, covers sported fewer illustrations and more
photographs. In January 1969, the magazine jumped from 6 by 9 to an
expansive 8½ by 11 inches, room to spread out. The first large-format
issue ranged beyond natural wonders to prehistoric artifacts, youth
hosteling, and the Battle of Carnifex Ferry.
But the interior pages were still primarily black and white. It was
only in January 1970 that, with another name change—this one at the
insistence of then-Governor Arch Moore, to align the magazine with the
state’s splashy new “Wild and Wonderful” tourism campaign—Wonderful
West Virginia, fully pupated, emerged.

A Visionary Partnership

Finally spreading its wings as the magazine it was destined
to be, that first issue of Wonderful West Virginia burst with
large scenic photos, many of them in vibrant full color:
winter wonderlands, foaming falls, hilly horizons, and a
sumptuous sunset, as well as scenes of the fishing season
to come.
This new technicolor incarnation was the realization
of editor Johnson’s longtime vision, according to a
25-year retrospective written in 1995 by then-editor
Nancy Clark. Johnson wanted to move from black and
white images “showing such things as smiling men
holding prize catches of fish,” she wrote, to arresting
color photos on quality paper displaying the state’s scenic
splendor.
In pursuit of that vision, he’d recruited photographer
Arnout “Sonny” Hyde Jr. in 1968. Images by Hyde and
other photographers enlivened the richly glossy pages
and gave readers a romantic new view of their state. In
those days, Clark wrote, few magazines printed fullcolor scenic photographs in the
Editor Ed Johnson
style of National Geographic. Many
and photographer
Arnout Hyde, Jr.
native West Virginians saw the true
chose a particularly
majesty of their state for the first
artful and hopeful
time. “Now they were no longer a
and thoroughly
West Virginia image ‘poor’ state. They were rich. The
for the cover of the
photographs in Wonderful West
first issue named
Virginia proved it”—just as Johnson
Wonderful West
Virginia.
and Hyde intended.
WONDERFULWV.COM
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Johnson was a character, in the recollection of Hyde’s
daughter, Lucia Hyde Robinson, who was a girl at the
time. “He was loud and smoked a cigar, and he had big,
bushy eyebrows,” Robinson recalls. “He just looked like
an editor. My dad had a lot of respect for Ed and enjoyed
him, and I think Ed gave my dad a lot of artistic freedom.”
For Hyde, photographic expeditions were a family
affair. “We always went whitewater rafting in the summer,
and he would take photos for the magazine,” Robinson
says. “We visited the different inns and B&Bs in the state.
We went to every state park.”
They never traveled anywhere in linear fashion,
she laughs. “My dad just loved the back roads of West
Virginia.” She remembers twice when he jumped fences
and ended up running for safety—once from a bull and
another time from a farmer with a gun. “In the interest of
getting a photograph, he’d sometimes wander somewhere
he wasn’t supposed to be.”
Passionate about dispelling negative stereotypes, Johnson
and Hyde created a monthly celebration of the state’s lush
cultural and natural beauty. The magazine became beloved
and iconic, and the readership grew devoted. “I went places
with my dad and Ed, and people knew them,” Robinson
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says. “My dad was West Virginia–famous. One time
he was set up with one of his large-format cameras at a
viewpoint taking a picture, and this guy was like, ‘What
are you trying to do, take an Arnout Hyde photo?’”
The power team of Johnson and Hyde worked together
until Johnson retired in 1982. Hyde took on the editorial
role with the assistance of managing editor Clark.

A Generation of Photographers

Johnson had made it a point to cultivate talent, and Hyde
continued the practice, extending generous mentorship to
up-and-coming photographers. “Steve Shaluta, Clayton
Spangler, Steve Rotsch, Dave Fattaleh,” Robinson says,
naming just a few.
Shaluta’s first photos in the magazine, a fawn and
a red fox, were accepted by Johnson and printed in the
March 1980 issue. But the encouragement he got from
editor Hyde would change his life.
“I was working a 12 midnight-to-8 a.m. shift as
a railroad engineer and slept during the mornings,”
Shaluta recounts. “One morning the phone rang, and
a very kind, calm voice said, ‘Is this Steve Shaluta,
the photographer who sent slides to Wonderful West

COURTESY OF CLAYTON SPANGLER

The thousands of
entries received for
the November 1987
“A Day in West
Virginia” issue, and
the team of
esteemed
photographers
assembled to
process them (left
to right): Steve
Shaluta, Dave
Fattaleh, Arnout
“Sonny” Hyde Jr.,
Gerald Ratliff, Jay
Wildt, and Ron
Snow.
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Virginia magazine?’” Hyde told him that he had
seen thousands of submissions by amateur and
professional photographers, and Shaluta’s were the
best. “That conversation cemented my passion for
photography and gave me the confidence I could do
this for a living,” Shaluta says. “Two years later, I quit
my 15-year railroad career and became a full-time
professional photographer.” Hundreds of his photos
have appeared in Wonderful West Virginia over the
decades, including nearly 50 cover shots.
Van Slider bought his first 35mm camera in 1977,
inspired as a young WVU graduate by his parents’
subscription to Wonderful West Virginia. Encouraged
by winning a couple prizes for submissions to county
fairs, he kept at it, and he took some slides to a talk
Shaluta was giving in the spring of 1986. Shaluta
suggested he send some to Hyde for consideration.
“I think my first one appeared in Wonderful West
Virginia in May of 1986—it was a picture of a sunset
along the Ohio River,” Slider says. A CPA who
came to practice photography as a serious sideline, he
would call Hyde from time to time for pointers or for
suggestions about places to photograph, and always
found him patient and encouraging. Slider has had
a couple hundred photos in the magazine over the
years, 20 of them on the cover.
“I don’t doubt that Mr. Hyde inspired a generation
of photographers,” Slider says, mentioning a few widely
recognized names just among his own friends: Bryan
Lemasters, Randall Sanger, Roger Spencer. The craft
that Wonderful West Virginia introduced him to has
enriched his life immeasurably. “I’ve been places I never
would have been, and I’ve been there at times I never
would have been—like up on top of a mountain at 5
in the morning seeing this amazing sunrise that, if it
weren’t for photography, I wouldn’t be seeing.” And it
has given him a way to counter the negative stereotypes
of West Virginia he resented as a young man, he says, by
showing people the beauty of the state.
As editor, Hyde liked to publish a special issue
each November, and he sometimes used the occasion
to pursue photographic themes that were conceived
long in advance. The 1985 “America the Beautiful”
issue, for example, included images captured
across West Virginia over a period of years, each of
which was suggestive of one of the other 49 states,

November 1976 Charleston
Daily Mail story: “The
biggest headache I’ve got
is that everybody wants
reprints of his photographs
to hang on their wall!”

—WONDERFUL WEST VIRGINIA EDITOR ED JOHNSON,
TALKING ABOUT PHOTOGRAPHER ARNOUT “SONNY” HYDE
IN 1976

including swamplands, plains, stands of cacti, sandy
beaches, and colonial mansions. The “A Day in West
Virginia” issue, composed of more than 80 photos
taken across the state on West Virginia Day, June
20, 1987—chosen from 10,000 submissions—was a
love letter to photography and to the state. Arranged
in order by the time of day they were shot, each
image appeared with a caption, the name of the
photographer, and the type of film and camera and
its settings.
Hyde received a diagnosis of cancer in 1988 and left
the magazine in Clark’s hands so he could do more
photography. She kept to the format and tone of the
Johnson-Hyde era. When she left the magazine, Hyde
took it on again in 1997 as a contract through his own
company, Cannon Graphics.

Printed Beautifully, In-State

In the 1980s, Huntington-headquartered Chapman
Printing was the biggest color printer in the state.
The company competed for the contract to print
Wonderful West Virginia a couple times, always losing
to Watkins Printing Company of Columbus, Ohio,
which had printed the magazine since 1980. But
toward the end of the decade, Chapman included its
employee Larry Martin in drafting the bid. Martin
knew color well and provided a more detailed cost
WONDERFULWV.COM
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The Cannon Graphics team in 2012 (left to right): Photography Editor Clayton Spangler,
Art Director Jeff Pierson, Editor Sheila McEntee, Associate Editor Nora Shalaway
Carpenter, Production Manager Teresa Hyde, and Graphic Designer Erin Murphy.

CLAYTON SPANGLER

breakdown. That, along with a new preference for an
in-state printer, won Chapman the contract starting in
January 1989.
Martin particularly recalls the years that he worked
directly with Hyde and, as Hyde became ill again and
less able to work in the early 2000s, with Hyde’s wife
and business partner at Cannon Graphics, Teresa Hyde.
“I sat down every issue personally with Sonny and
Teresa, and we went through picture by picture by
picture,” Martin recalls. At that time, color printing
was done by a laborious four-color printing process:
Every photograph had to be separated into cyan,
yellow, magenta, and black, and the printer corrected
the balance manually for the best result. “Sonny
and I found out pretty quickly that my eye and his
photography eye were very close to the same, which is
unusual because everybody perceives color differently.
It was just such a good match.”
The Wonderful West Virginia printing contract
boosted Chapman Printing enormously. “The
consistency of income to a company like ours was
important—you could count on it that every month you
were going to bill it for X amount of dollars,” Martin
says. “But what was even more important than that
was the pride that it developed in our company—from
our owner, who still owns us, on down—when people
found out that they were going to be printing the
magazine, folding it, whatever part they had in it. It
just made us a better company.”
Hyde passed away in 2005. Cannon Graphics
continued to produce the magazine for nearly a decade.
Teresa Hyde oversaw production, and daughter Lucia
Hyde, now Robinson, updated the design. Editor
Sheila McEntee solicited stories from writers across
the state and beyond on the state’s cultural and natural
history. “We also introduced the editor’s column, began
publishing letters to the editor, and created a number of
other features through which readers could contribute
directly to the magazine,” McEntee says, including the
Reader Photo, Reader Pick, and Hidden Gem. The
magazine embedded QR codes that linked readers to
information in the online West Virginia Encyclopedia
and added an electronic subscription.
The Cannon Graphics team took the opportunity
of West Virginia’s 150th birthday to return to the
special issue theme Hyde had orchestrated in 1987,
inviting readers to take photographs on September 15,
2012, and submit them for a June 2013 “Day in the
Life of West Virginia” sesquicentennial issue. Nearly
1,000 readers submitted 5,000 images for an issue that
celebrated the state’s history—as well as the magazine’s.
By 2014, Arnout Hyde and his family had had a
hand in Wonderful West Virginia for most of the period
since 1968—46 years. Maintaining the format and
standards established by Johnson and Hyde, they
ensured the quality and continuity of one of the finest
outdoor magazines in the nation for nearly half a
century.
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Wonderful West Virginia Today

“Half of our subscribers

live in the state, and the
other half wishes they did.”
— THEN-DNR DIRECTOR CHARLES B. FELTON JR. IN 1995

When the DNR put out a routine Request for Proposal
for editorial, layout, and design services for Wonderful
West Virginia in 2014, New South Media bid for the
opportunity to produce the flagship magazine. The
Morgantown-based publisher of WV Living, WV
Weddings, and Morgantown magazines proposed to
refresh the design with bold typography and more
dynamic placement of photos and text blocks—all while
staying true to the magazine’s signature high-quality
photographs.
New South Media won the contract and proudly
produced its first issue in January 2015. “We were thrilled
to be given the opportunity to work closely with the DNR
to build on the rich history and success of Wonderful West
Virginia. As caretakers of this esteemed publication, we
take that responsibility very seriously,” says New South
Media Publisher and Editor in Chief Nikki Bowman
Mills. “As a child, I grew up reading Wonderful West
Virginia. I loved the way the paper felt, the smell of the
ink, and how the photographs transported me to another
place. In fact, I chose magazine publishing as a career
because of this publication.”
While New South Media modernized the content and
design and focused the editorial on quality storytelling,
breathtaking photography remains the cornerstone of the
magazine. A new section called WONDERgrams—a
page dedicated to showcasing readers’ Instagram-style
photos—has embraced social media and attracted a
younger audience. “WONDERgrams has been such
a popular reader engagement tool that this year we
are publishing a keepsake book of reader-submitted
WONDERgrams,” Bowman Mills says.
The publication’s fourth incarnation has stuck now for
over half a century. The name Wonderful West Virginia
is both widely known and, as just part of one of the
catchiest, longest-running state tourism slogans ever—
“Wild, Wonderful West Virginia”—still occasionally
mistaken. References appear online to a Wild, Wonderful
West Virginia magazine that never existed, and some
people swear it’s the name of the magazine—or that
it definitely used to be. “We don’t argue with people
anymore. They can be really adamant,” laughs Associate
Publisher Charles Kennedy.
"Whether you are a West Virginian by birth or by
choice, Wonderful West Virginia for 85 years has served as
a calling card for our state’s amazing natural resources,
our pride of place, and our resourceful people,” Bowman
Mills says. “Our hope is that, 85 years from now, it is still
inspiring readers with our state’s fascinating stories.”w

To view issues from the Wonderful West
Virginia archives online for free, visit
www.wonderfulwv.com/magazinearchives
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